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YOUTH19.27: Building new
strategies for youth
Águeda, 20-24th January 2020

PARTNER COUNTRIES INVOLVED

Welcome to Águeda!
We are looking forward to host you for The
Seminar about Building New Strategies for the
Youth that will take Place in Águeda from the
20th to 24th January, excluding travel days.
In this document, you will find all the
information that may help you during your arrival
and stay. Read it carefully!

Any questions you may have please
contact Ana Mendes:

ana.mendes@cjagueda.pt

+351 910 574 002

About the project!
Social
exclusion
and
youth
identity in Europe are a problem

fragment

Due to the absence of youth
strategies that are inclusive and
strength
social
dialogue
and
cultural diversity

Future generations (youth) tend not to assume
inclusive and active participation, based on
dialogue
and
intercultural
diversity,
resulting in scenarios of social exclusion and
identity fragment!

In addition the growing refugee crisis,
asylum seekers and migrants makes the
variation
of
these
scenarios
more
prominent in our society.

OUR GOALS:
Capacitation of youth workers to develop skills
and learning;
Capacitation of youth workers to define current
youth strategies;
The work of youth workers among young people and
policy makers as a mean of social change;
Social inclusion young people in Europe;

Social dialogue among young people in Europe;
Cultural diversity among young people in Europe;
Consolidation of an European youth identity;
Social participation of young Europeans;
Non formal education format
voluntary methodology;

as
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Internationalization of youth organizations’
work.

and

About Águeda

Águeda is a small city in the north - center of
Portugal - it has about 14000 habitants.
The city is crossed by a river called Águeda, as well.
The most part of the territory consists of small
mountains and large valleys.
The distance between Águeda and Porto is 72km and
240km from Lisbon.

Águeda is an important commercial and industrial
center, located in an extremely fertile area. The
gastronomical and economical region where it is
inserted, known as the Bairrada, encompasses many of
the local civil parishes and is well known for its
vineyards and wine industry, as well as its suckling
roasted pig (Leitão Assado à Bairrada)

The average annual temperature is 15.2ºC and it tends
to rain a bit in the winter.
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32
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organization)
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The participation of young people with
fewer opportunities (cultural, social,
economic and/or geographic background)
will be preferential.It is important to
maintain gender balance

It is important to maintain gender balance
in the group, and there will be an
undefined gender as well

English is the working language of the
project; it is important to have at least
a basic knowledge of English.

To prepare
Bring a mug allusive to your country.
Be creative! We will use it in some
activities, so do not forget to bring
one.

Accommodation
You will Stay at In Gold Hotel
https://www.ingoldhotel.pt/,
a
four start hotel where you will
have
a
double
bedroom
and
bathroom.
It
is
located
two
minutes from downton and city
center.

Food
The food will be served at the university
canteen. You can choose to have a meet
dish, a fish dish, diet dish, vegetarian
dish or a salad dish. Please let us know if
you
have
any
specific
dietary
needs/allergies.

Arrival and departure

Águeda is a small Town with limited access
to major cities. For this reason, we will
organize a bus to pick you up from Porto
airport and to take you back on the last
day. You will have m ore information about
the transportation later!

You can get to Águeda by public
transportation, however if you want
to use the bus, please make sure that
you arrive to the Porto airport no
later than 8PM.

Travel Information
TAX NUMBER: 507 462 823

In order for us to reimburse you with the costs, you
need to save the boarding tickets (plane, metro,
train). Be aware that the amount to be refunded
corresponds to the maximum allowed by the distance
band presented bellow. You ca confirm your distance
band
in
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmusplus/resources/distance-calculator_en

COUNTRY

DISTANCE BAND

Greece,
Lithuania,
2000 – 2999 km
Macedonia,
Poland,
Slovenia, Italy

Spain

Portugal

500 – 199 km

100 – 499 km

LIMIT

360€
per participant for
the round trip

275€
per participant for
the round trip
180€
per participant for
the round trip

IMPORTANT NOTES

In order for us to reimburse you with
the costs, you need to send us the
original boarding tickets (if you have
them on a app, take a screenshot)

DO NOT FORGET to ask for the receipt with
tax number: 507462 823. Without this we
cannot refund you!

We know that some online airlines
reservations do not allow the tax number,
however if you use a public
transportation in Portugal (train, metro)
the only way we can reimburse you is with
the receipt and tax number

What to Bring?
ID/Passaport

Small umbrella

Clothes appropriate for
probably
rain!)
https://www.ipma.pt/en/

Boarding Tickets

Phone Charger

Personalized Mug

Joy and Hapiness!
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Important contacts
234 622 417

112

+ 351 912 384 682

+351 910 574 002

Ana Mendes

